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In a recent series of papers1–4 Kutzelnigg and Mukherjee
have described the cumulants of the reduced density matrices
as well as their interesting properties in many-body theory.
These authors have also set out the problem of defining the
spin-free version of the cumulant of the second-order re-
duced density matrix.4 The aim of this note is to reinforce
one of the proposals given by these authors through a differ-
ent approach involving the cumulant of the expectation value
of the products of creation and annihilation operators, which
leads to a more compact formulation.

According to previous works1–4 we will adopt the
following notation:C is the state of anN-electron system,
s1 , s25a, b are spin coordinates,P,Q,R,Sare orbitals,
Ps1 , Qs2 ,... arespin orbitals,aPs

† and aRs are standard
creation and annihilation fermion operators,ER

P

5(saPs
† aRs are spin-free first-order replacement operators,

ERS
PQ5(s1 ,s2

aPs1

† aQs2

† aSs2
aRs1

are spin-free second-order

replacement operators,gRs
Ps5^CuaPs

† aRsuC& are first-order
reduced density matrix elements,hSs

Qs5^CuaSsaQs
† uC&

are first-order hole reduced density matrix elements,

gRs1Ss2

Ps1Qs25^CuaPs1

† aQs2

† aSs2
aRs1

uC& are second-order

reduced density matrix elements,GR
P5^CuER

PuC& are spin-
free first-order reduced density matrix elements,HS

Q

5^Cu(saSsaQs
† uC& are spin-free first-order hole reduced

density matrix elements,GRS
PQ5^CuERS

PQuC& are spin-free

second-order reduced density matrix elements,lRs1Ss2

Ps1Qs2 is

the cumulant of the second-order reduced density matrix el-
ements, andLRS

PQ is the cumulant of the spin-free second-
order reduced density matrix elements.

Using the well-known anticommutation rules of fermion
operators, the second-order reduced density matrix elements
can be expressed as

gRs1Ss2

Ps1Qs25^CuaPs1

† aRs1
aQs2

† aSs2
uC&

2^CuaPs1

† aSs2
uC&dQs2Rs1

. ~1!

The first term of the right-hand side~rhs! of this equation
can be evaluated through the cumulant, or covariance, of
the expectation value of the product of operators5

(aPs1

† aRs1
)(aQs2

† aSs2
), which will be denoted as

^CuaPs1

† aRs1
aQs2

† aSs2
uC&c:

^CuaPs1

† aRs1
aQs2

† aSs2
uC&

5^CuaPs1

† aRs1
uC&^CuaQs2

† aSs2
uC&

1^CuaPs1

† aRs1
aQs2

† aSs2
uC&c. ~2!

The substitution of this expression in Eq.~1! as well as the
formulation of the Kronecker deltadQs2Rs1

5gRs1

Qs21hRs1

Qs2

leads to

gRs1Ss2

Ps1Qs25gRs1

Ps1gSs2

Qs22gSs2

Ps1gRs1

Qs22gSs2

Ps1hRs1

Qs2

1^CuaPs1

† aRs1
aQs2

† aSs2
uC&c, ~3!

in which

lRs1Ss2

Ps1Qs252gSs2

Ps1hRs1

Qs21^CuaPs1

† aRs1
aQs2

† aSs2
uC&c

~4!

turns out to be equivalent to the cumulant of the second-
order reduced density matrix reported by Kutzelnigg and
Mukherjee.3

It is not trivial to express the corresponding spin-free
conceptLRS

PQ by a simple sum(s1 ,s2
lRs1Ss2

Ps1Qs2 because the
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term (s1 ,s2
gSs2

Ps1hRs1

Qs2 is not independent of the spin coordi-

nates. However, the sum in the spin coordinates of Eq.~3!
leads to

(
s1 ,s2

gRs1Ss2

Ps1Qs25 (
s1 ,s2

gRs1

Ps1gSs2

Qs2

2 (
s1 ,s2

@gSs2

Ps1gRs1

Qs21gSs2

Ps1hRs1

Qs2#

1 (
s1 ,s2

^CuaPs1

† aRs1
aQs2

† aSs2
uC&c ~5!

in which the sum (s1 ,s2
@gSs2

Ps1gRs1

Qs21gSs2

Ps1hRs1

Qs2# turns

out to be a spin-free quantity that can be expressed in
terms of the spin-free counterpart concepts and
(s1 ,s2

^CuaPs1

† aRs1
aQs2

† aSs2
uC&c is identical to

^CuER
PES

QuC&c. Hence, Eq.~5! can be written as

GRS
PQ5GR

PGS
Q2 1

2@GS
PGR

Q1GS
PHR

Q#1^CuER
PES

QuC&c. ~6!

Consequently, from this equation the spin-free cumulant of
the second-order reduced density matrix is

LRS
PQ52 1

2GS
PHR

Q1^CuER
PES

QuC&c, ~7!

which supports the definition which relates the spin-free
second-order reduced density matrix and its corresponding
cumulant matrix as4

GRS
PQ5GR

PGS
Q2 1

2GS
PGR

Q1LRS
PQ . ~8!

This expression constitutes one of the proposals of Kut-
zelnigg and Mukherjee for the definition of the spin-free
second-order reduced density matrix cumulant. We have also
used successfully this definition in relation with the study6 of
the matrix of effectively unpaired electrons within statistical
population analyses. In conclusion, the cumulants of the ex-
pectation values of products of fermion operators provide a
compact formulation in the study of the partitionings of the
elements of second-order reduced density matrices, as in the
spin-free case as when spin coordinates are explicitly used.
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